
Financial markets are kicking off one of their busiest weeks of the year this morning,
with an array of important earnings figures due over the coming days (namely from big
tech), three crucial monetary policy releases, and a whole host of other key data from
the major regions. Firstly, in terms of regular economic data points, Monday will actually
be on the quieter side. German, Belgian, and Swedish GDP results for Q4 are due
throughout the morning, and will be followed by the same from the likes of France and
Italy tomorrow. Also due on Tuesday will be initial January CPI figures from Germany
and France, as well as a Consumer Confidence figure from the US.
Midweek, we will get the full Eurozone CPI inflation print - expected at 9.0% versus the
previous 9.2%, and in Core terms at 5.1% down from the prior 5.2%. Wednesday will
also include some jobs numbers from the States and a monthly OPEC meeting.
However, the highlight of the week comes on Wednesday evening when the Federal
Reserve make their latest rate decision. The US central bank are expected to increase
rates by a smaller 25bp, to a range of 4.50 - 4.75%. We will issue a full preview on the
Fed over the coming days.
Market participants are somewhat less clear on the Bank of England, who will release at
midday on Thursday. The BOE are likely to hike by 50bp to 4.00%, with a smaller chance
that they implement a 25bp move. Early on Thursday afternoon we will also hear from
the European Central Bank, widely expected to increase rates by 50bp, with another
50bp in March and one final 25bp hike in May.
Finally, on Friday, US jobs data will come due - the region's Non-Farm Payrolls figure
estimated to come in at a positive 193k jobs, with a marginal uptick in the
Unemployment Rate to 3.6%.
Taking a look at earnings broken down per day - Monday will include numbers from
Whirlpool and GE HealthCare, following Ryanair, Canon, and Philips this morning.
Tuesday: Exxon Mobil, Pfizer, McDonald's, United Parcel Service, Caterpillar, Amgen,
UBS, and GM. Wednesday: Glencore, GSK, Entain, Vodafone, Meta, Novartis, Novo
Nordisk, Sony, and Mitsubishi. Thursday: Shell, BT, Apple, Alphabet, Amazon, Eli Lilly,
Merck, Qualcomm, Starbucks, and ConocoPhillips. Friday: Sanofi, Regeneron, and Aon.
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Financial News Round Up
31/01/2023 - Individual Eurozone GDPs
01/02/2023 - Eurozone CPI
01/02/2023 - Fed rate decision
02/02/2023 - ECB rate decision

Market Moves

Equities: Stock markets on the continent have opened lower on
Monday morning, following last week's gains. The EuroStoxx50 is
currently 1.00% lower to €4,138. Futures in the States were slightly
weaker overnight while Asian equities traded mixed. Chinese
reopening momentum has continued with the country's mainland
markets opening higher in their first trading day following the Lunar
New Year holidays. 
The 2023 rally will face its biggest test yet this week - as earnings
season hits its peak and central banks come into focus. Overall, fourth
quarter earnings continue to be a modest disappointment so far,
though stocks' performance this year shows investors are not overly
surprised.
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Fixed income: Bond markets continued to see very quiet trade last week,
with the main sovereigns moving sideways in relatively tight ranges. US
Treasuries were little changed on Friday, as the country's Core PCE inflation
figure was in line with expectations at 4.4% y/y. 
Bond investors are looking for signals that the US and indeed global
economy can or cannot achieve a soft economic landing, with the three main
central banks in focus over the coming days. US 10yr currently yields 3.55%,
German 10yr at 2.31%, and UK 10yr at 3.39%.

Commodities: Similar to currency markets, precious metals have had a 
 muted week. Gold has traded sideways around $1,930 and is flat on Monday
morning near its nine-month highs. Silver lost some ground last week but is
making most of it up this morning - just under 1% higher to $23.86.
Oil prices are flat today, with WTI Crude at $79.60 and Brent at $86.40. OPEC
meetings will be closely watched on Wednesday for any change in guidance
regarding supply. Russian oil producers have reportedly been able to secure
export deals despite Western sanctions and price caps, on the back of
robust demand from Asia (especially China).

Currencies: From an FX viewpoint, volatility was very low again last
week. EUR/USD traded in a fairly tight 1.083 - 1.093 band, while
GBP/USD remained around 1.23 - 1.24. 
The Canadian dollar, which is also heavily influenced by oil prices,
gained some ground last week after the BOC hiked by 25bp to 4.5%
but also signaled a pause in its tightening.

Ryanair
Europe's biggest airline has issued an upbeat set of results for last quarter earlier this
morning, with a record after tax profit for the Oct-Dec period. These profits came in at
€211 million for what was the third quarter of its financial year, compared to a loss of
€96m during the same quarter the year before. This result also exceeded forecasts for
€200m and its previous fiscal Q3 record of €106m, set in 2017.
Ryanair reiterated its guidance of an after tax profit of between €1.325 - €1.425 billion
for the full year ending on March 31st, stating that they have seen "record bookings in
week two and week three of January, very robust demand into Easter and the summer
without fare stimulation."


